RADAR GUN WITH INTEGRATED VIDEO

«BINAR» radar gun with integrated video
recording capabilities is designed to detect
vehicle speed and record traffic violations.
This advanced radar gun benefits greatly
from two embedded video cameras
simultaneously recording road traffic events in
two ways: in “normal” mode to get wide-angle
view and facilitate event analysis and in
“zoom” mode to get enlarged picture for more
clear view of car license plate.
Vehicle speed measured with such radar
gun and supported by both video recordings
greatly facilitates analysis of road traffic
events and significantly improves validity of
revealed traffic violation.

BASIC FUNCTIONS AND BENEFITS
ù Speed measurement and video recording of traffic violations.
ù Fastest target selection.
ù Oncoming and outgoing targets selection.
ù Moving mode and stationary mode, including handheld
operation.
ù Simultaneous video recording in two modes (wide-angle and
zoom).
ù Reliable detection of violator among other vehicles and
approval of violation event using two simultaneously
captured video clips.
ù High sensitivity of the cameras makes low-light surveillance
(in the twilight) possible.
ù On-line switching between images from video cameras in
speed measuring mode or view mode.
ù Displaying of target image along with measured speed, date,
time, GPS coordinates and current measurement mode.
ù Clear recognition of license plate number at distances of up to
150 meters.
ù “Zoom-in” capability for recorded images in view mode and
license plate image recovery function.

ù Recording and saving the video clips (e.g. scene of road
traffic accident).
ù Automatic self-testing of main operation units at start-up.
ù Storing video clips and relevant data in non-volatile
memory (SD card) in encoded format. SD cards of up to
32 GB capacity are supported.
ù PC software for data transfer and data integrity
verification (included into delivery set). This software also
allows printing document which contains set of images to
validate a violation event.
ù Logging of all operations with data obtained by radar
gun.
ù Bluetooth 2.0 wireless connection to external devices.
ù Easy-to-use touch-screen LCD and remote control.
ù Efficient energy-saving system (automatically switches to
“standby” mode when not in use).
ù Recharging the radar gun from vehicle power source.
ù Additional battery pack (with standard photographic
tripod mounting) which provides more than 10 hours of
operation.
ù Lightweight and ergonomic design.

BINAR

- advanced handheld radar gun with integrated video

DESIGN FEATURES
«BINAR» represents a handheld self-contained radar gun
with removable handle.
Such radar gun incorporates speed meter and two video
cameras with wide-angle lens and long-focus lens. The high quality
touch-screen LCD and buttons are located on the rear panel.

Handheld operation
The radar gun delivery package includes:
 SD card for storing images and video recordings;
 Remote control;
 Mounting bracket for installation in car cabin;
 Protective cover with sun visor and shoulder strap;
 220 V power adapter and power cable for connecting to
vehicle’s power network;
 Transportation and storage case.

Operation inside a patrol vehicle

TECHNICAL DATA AND WARRANTY
VALUE

PARAMETER
Operating frequency
Speed detection distance1

24.15 ± 0.05 Ghz
up to 400 m

Speed measurement range
Speed measurement accuracy2:
- in stationary mode
- in moving mode
Selection of the fastest target in a group of targets
if its speed exceeds others

20 to 300 km/h

Speed threshold setting

± 1 km/h
± 2 km/h
speed exceeding by 4 km/h,
radar cross-section ratio min. 1:100
step 1 km/h

Clear vision range for car license plate number

150 m

Frame rate

2, 4, 8, 12 frames/sec

Number of images stored in archive (2 GB SD card)
Number of images stored in volatile memory
Battery operation time

16,000 frames
min. 60 images
up to 4 hours

Supply voltage
Radar gun mass2

11 - 16 V
1.15 kg

Overall dimensions (excluding handle)

170 х 135 х 120 mm

1
2

- Measurement distance doesn't affect measurement accuracy.
- Without battery handle

ù The radar gun's warranty period is 18 months.
ù Approval Certificate, type RU.C.28.002.A № 35647, valid till August 2014
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